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Grammatical agreement is a widespread language phenomenon that indicates formal syntactic relations between
words; however, it also conveys basic lexical (e.g. grammatical gender) or semantic (e.g. numerosity) information
about a discourse referent. In this study, we focus on the reading of Spanish noun phrases, violating either number
or gender determiner–noun agreement compared to grammatical controls. Magnetoencephalographic activity
time-locked to the onset of the noun in both types of violation revealed a left-lateralized brain network involving
anterior temporal regions (~220 ms) and, later in time, ventro-lateral prefrontal regions (>300 ms). These activa-
tions coexistwithdependency-specific effects: in an initial step (~170 ms), occipito-temporal regions are employed
for fine-grained analysis of the number marking (in Spanish, presence or absence of the suffix ‘-s’), while anterior
temporal regions show increased activation for gendermismatches compared to grammatical controls. The seman-
tic relevance of number agreement dependencies was mainly reflected by left superior temporal increased activity
around 340 ms. These findings offer a detailed perspective on the multi-level analyses involved in the initial com-
putation of agreement dependencies, and theoretically support a derivational approach to agreement computation.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Agreement is a linguistic device that many languages have devel-
oped to signal grammatical relations among words while conveying
basic information about discourse referents. In everyday conversa-
tions, agreement is expressed almost once a second (in English
twice every five seconds), which represents a real linguistic chal-
lenge for the language processor. For example, sentences like En
Español “concordancia” es una palabra feminina — [In Spanish
masculine–singular “agreement” feminine–singular is singular a feminine–singular

feminine feminine–singular word feminine–singular], express numerosity
(singular) in six words and grammatical gender (masculine or femi-
nine) in five of these. Words that relate to number and gender features
of the same referent agree with each other: above, we can reconstruct
that the term “agreement” but not the term “Spanish” is a feminine
word. This example shows how different features (here number and
grammatical gender) determine the relation between sentence constit-
uents. European languages (such as Spanish, Italian, Dutch and Ger-
man) present multiple agreement configurations depending on the
n, Brain and Language (BCBL),
pain.

rights reserved.
type of feature (either number or gender or person agreement patterns;
Wechsler, 2009). Across all of them, grammatical agreement is the
covariation of agreement features between syntactically related words.

The available neuroscientific literature proposes alternative views
about agreement processing and the role played by agreement fea-
tures. According to what we will call a lexicalist approach (Hagoort,
2005; based on Pollard and Sag, 1994; Vosse and Kempen, 2000;
Wechsler, 2009) agreement computation consists in the structural
binding – Unification – between lexical frames. In this view, each
different word form is available in the lexicon (hence, for example,
in Spanish both plural and singular forms of a noun independently,
i.e. both mesa and mesas, table and tables) ready to be linked to the
agreeing elements (for example with a marked definite determiner:
la mesa or las mesas, the table or the tables). Lexical frames would
be retrieved from the posterior regions of the left temporal lobe
(Memory component of this model) and syntactic unification would
be under the control of the left inferior frontal regions (and specifically,
portions of Brodmann areas 44 and 45). Importantly for the present
study, this theoretical perspective does not distinguish between differ-
ent neurocognitive operations for the processing of different agreement
features.

A different approach (which we will call the derivational view)
emphasizes a more composite processing of agreement dependencies
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2 Barber and Carreiras (2005) reported clear dissociable Event Related Potential pat-
terns for the processing of grammatical gender and number agreement violations in
isolation compared to when the same stimuli were embedded in a sentence context.

3
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(Mancini et al., 2013; Molinaro et al., 2011a; see also Bornkessel and
Schlesewsky, 2006). This proposal states that agreement patterns are
uniformly dealt with by Agree (Mancini et al., 2013; see Chomsky,
1995), the operation that is responsible for checking and matching
feature values between related sentence constituents (such as
a determiner with a noun). This operation is part of the syntactic pro-
cessing algorithms that build up the syntactic structure of sentences;
Agree critically depends on how each feature is encoded in the linguistic
input. Number features in Spanish nouns are expressed by the presence
or absence of the final -s suffix (la-s mesa-s, the table-s); covariation of
the presence or absence of the suffix -s between determiner and noun
determines agreementmatch. Derivational theories imply that an initial
morphological decomposition is required to decode number features,
since there are no distinct forms for one lexical item (only mesa, table,
but not mesas, tables, would be stored in the lexicon). On the other
hand, in Spanish (and many other agreement-rich languages) gram-
matical gender features are encoded in the lexical representation of
nouns (Harris, 1991), since each noun has its own grammatical gender
(mesa, table, is only feminine; see also Levelt et al., 1999). In themajor-
ity of cases -o and -a Spanish endings are associated to respectively
masculine and feminine singular nouns; however, thenumber of excep-
tions is large (around 32%, similar to other Romance languages;
Teschner, 19871), with highly familiar nouns that can be irregular
(la mano, the hand, is feminine but presents the -o ending) or opaque
(la leche, the milk, is feminine and its -e ending can be equally present
in both masculine and feminine nouns). According to Heim (2008)
(see also Gollan and Frost, 2001) two strategies can be employed
to decode the grammatical gender of nouns: a lexically-based or a
morphologically-based strategy. In Spanish, morphological cues
(noun endings) are not very diagnostic, so that unambiguous gram-
matical gender decoding depends on the lexical identification of the
noun (without the need to decompose unreliable gender-relevant
endings); on the other hand, as previously discussed, morphological
decomposition is the mandatory step for decoding number features.

Grammatical relational processing would then be pursued through
Agree to syntactically link different sentence constituents. Syntactic re-
lational analysis in agreement-rich languages (such as many European
languages) strongly depends on covariation of agreement features.
Agree operationswould support syntactic processing andwould not dif-
fer depending on the type of feature. However, Agree is contingent on
different feature decoding operations to establish syntactic relation
(as indicated in the previous paragraph). In an influential model of sen-
tence processing, Bornkessel and Schlesewsky (2006) also distinguish
between two phases for agreement processing: ‘feature decoding’ and
‘Agree operations’ can potentially be mapped onto Phase 2a and 2b in
themodel they propose. According to these authors, the pars opercularis
of the inferior frontal gyrus would be involved in this type of analyses
(see also Friederici, 2011).

Recent developments of the derivational view (Mancini et al., 2013;
Molinaro et al., 2011a; Sigurdsson, 2004) assume that different features
are ‘anchored’ differently at a more interpretative level, since they
convey different types of information. Number agreement would be
semantically more salient than gender agreement (Carminati, 2005;
De Vincenzi, 1999; Faussart et al., 1999; Sigurdsson, 2004). This is due
to the fact that number agreement conveys meaning (i.e. numerosity
information, Ritter, 1988), while grammatical gender is an arbitrary
property of Spanish nouns that lacks meaning (Harris, 1991). This
implies an additional dissociation between derivational and lexicalist
approaches, since the latter view considers agreement features only as
formal syntactic operators (Hagoort, 2003). On the other hand, the der-
ivational approach assumes that features can be differently ‘interpreted’
semantically: according to the feature hierarchy hypothesis (Carminati,
1 Spanish presents nouns that are morphologically ambiguous for number, since the
-s ending can be both singular and plural (such as tesis, thesis). The percentage of these
exception is, however, very low (~4%) compared to gender ending exceptions.
2005; based on Greenberg, 1963), grammatical genderwould be ‘lower’
in hierarchy compared to number since it is a – semantically empty –

lexical property of each inanimate noun. On the other hand, number
would be ‘higher’ in the hierarchy since it conveys information about
the numerosity of referents; this would be in turn directly mapped
(anchored, Mancini et al., 2013) onto the discourse level representation
of referents. Interestingly, discourse mapping is included in Phase 3 of
Bornkessel and Schlesewsky's model (2006, see also Friederici, 2011,
for similar proposals) and it would be subserved by left superior tempo-
ral regions.

In sum, lexicalist approaches propose an economic view according to
which agreement dependencieswould be processed similarly across dif-
ferent features: Hagoort (2005, 2009) proposes that word frames
(stored in left posterior temporal regions)would be selected and syntac-
tic unificationwould be under the control of inferior frontal regions. Der-
ivational views propose (i) differential processing between features for
what concerns feature decoding in the initial computational stages;
(ii) relational processing operations (Agree in Mancini et al., 2013),
required to establish syntactic relations (subserved by left inferior
frontal regions), would operate similarly for different agreement fea-
tures. Finally, (iii) feature anchoring during later interpretative stages
(recruiting left superior temporal regions) would differ depending on
the semantic status of the agreement feature. Processing dissociations
between different agreement features emerge from the neurophysiolog-
ical literature on agreementmismatches (Molinaro et al., 2011a, for a re-
view). When comparing, for example, both number and grammatical
gender agreement mismatches to grammatical controls (‘feature-specific
processing designs’, see examples in [1] below), lexicalist and derivation-
al perspectives on agreement differ in their predictions concerning the
effects that these two types of violations should elicit. The lexicalist ap-
proach predicts that number and gender agreement violations (com-
pared to the grammatical control) should elicit qualitatively similar
processing difficulties in syntactic unification. On the other hand, the
derivational approach predicts differential effects elicited by different
types of mismatch, at least for what concerns both feature decoding
and feature interpretation (anchoring), while Agree operation should be
similarly impaired for different agreement mismatches.

Few fMRI studies have focused on agreement processing (Carreiras
et al., 2010; Kuperberg et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2003; Nieuwland
et al., 2012). Critically, very few directly compared feature specific
effects. Carreiras et al. (2010) compared the processing of Spanish
word-pairs that could present either number or grammatical gender
mismatches: compared to grammatical controls, both feature mis-
matches elicited increased activity in the left inferior frontal regions
and number mismatches elicited additional increased activity in the
right inferior parietal regions, an effect interpreted by the authors as
reflecting the additional semantic relevance of number features com-
pared to gender features. However, this study mainly focused on the
morphosyntactic matching of word pairs that were isolated from a sen-
tence context, i.e. in a non-linguistic scenario.2 In addition, fMRI does
not offer sufficiently fine-grained temporal detail to determine the tem-
poral sequence of those effects.

To better disentangle among multi-level linguistic computations,
fine-grained neurophysiological temporal resolution measures are
more useful. Event-related Potential (ERP) studies have distinguished
between early and late increased effects associated to the detection of
agreement violations (compared to grammatical controls; Hagoort,
2003; Molinaro et al., 2011a; Osterhout and Mobley, 19953). The early
Osterhout and Mobley (1995) compared the processing of number and gender
mismatches during pronoun resolution reporting similar (late) P600 effects. However,
the resolution of a pronoun–antecedent relation has been shown to engage specific
antecedent-retrieval and integration mechanisms that a local agreement dependency
does not require.
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effect is represented by increased negative amplitudesmore prominent
in the 250–500 ms post-stimulus onset in the anterior regions of the
scalp (LAN, Left Anterior Negativity) and reflecting automatic detection
of an agreement error: some authors have interpreted this effect as
resulting from the failure to find a matching agreement constituent to
which the word can bind (Hagoort, 2009), while others have suggested
that it could reflect a violation of the expectancy for a certain agreement
feature (Molinaro et al., 2011a; see also Mancini et al., 2011a;
Steinhauer et al., 2001). The late effect is an increased positivity starting
around 500 ms (P600) and interpreted as reflecting later controlled
reanalyses of the linguistic stimulus that, however, are not specific to
agreement mismatches (for an in-depth discussion see Kuperberg,
2007; Kuperberg et al., 2008).

A large number of studies have focused on feature-specific effects,
although the available evidence is not conclusive. For example, Barber
and Carreiras (2003, 2005) compared the ERPs elicited by number
and gender agreement mismatches (compared to grammatical con-
trols), reporting different amplitudes of the late P600 component
for the two mismatches, while the amplitude of the LAN effect was
similar for the two mismatches. However, other studies (Molinaro
et al., 2008; Mancini et al., 2011b; for a review Molinaro et al.,
2011a) reported different scalp topographies of the early negative ef-
fect for the violation of different agreement features: these last find-
ings were interpreted as evidence that brain activity in the early
time interval (i.e. until 500 ms post-stimulus onset) reflects the re-
cruitment (for different agreement features) of different, but partially
overlapping, brain networks. Supporting evidence in this direction
comes from EEG studies that have focused on time–frequency analy-
sis, offering complementary evidence compared to ERPs (Bastiaansen
et al., 2002; Pérez et al., 2012). For example, Bastiaansen et al. (2002)
reported increased power in the theta band (~4–7 Hz) for number
and gender agreement violations between 250 and 500 ms compared
to grammatical controls: the effect for number mismatches was
left-anteriorly distributed while it had a right anterior distribution
for gender mismatches. Unfortunately, electroencephalographic mea-
sures suffer from low spatial resolution at the brain level (Luck, 2005;
Picton et al., 2000), thus limiting possible inferences about the extent
of the brain networks underlying a specific scalp-measured effect.
La
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Las

mesas

Las mesas están limpias. (Control)

*La mesas están limpias. (Number Mismatch)

*Los mesas están limpias. (Gender Mismatch)

[The tables are clean.]
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the exp
To overcome the inherent limitations of fMRI and EEG studies,
here we take advantage of the MEG (magnetoencephalography) tech-
nique to investigate possible feature-specific neurophysiological
dissociations. Compared to fMRI, MEG offers critical fine-grained tem-
poral information (as well as a good degree of spatial resolution) that
could unveil the complex dynamics involved in language compre-
hension (Baillet et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2010). Compared to
EEG, neuromagnetic activity is not affected by the conductivity of
skull and scalp, so that magnetic source detection can be source
reconstructed; on the other hand, the electrical propagation from
neural sources to EEG sensors is affected by skull and scalp conduc-
tivity (Cohen and Cuffin, 1983; Hamalainen et al., 1993); in addition,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is higher in MEG for cortical currents
(as it is measured in a magnetically shielded room and the signal is
not affected by the skull and scalp; Goldenholz et al., 2009). These
two advantages make source localization easier in MEG compared
to EEG and this could reveal fine-grained differences between slight-
ly different agreement processes (see Halgren et al., 2002, for a sim-
ilar discussion concerning the MEG correlates of the lexical-semantic
N400 ERP component).

We here compare MEG increased activity elicited by number
and gender agreement mismatches in Spanish, compared to gram-
matical control sentences. Participants read minimal sentences (like
[1] below) and were required to evaluate the grammatical acceptabil-
ity of each sentence. Nouns were our target items in minimal
sentences (see Fig. 1) where they were preceded by a gender- and
number-marked determiner, that could either agree (Grammatical
control, example [1a]), disagree only for number (Number Mismatch,
[1b]) or disagree only for grammatical gender (Gender Mismatch,
[1c]).

1a. Lasfeminine–pluralmesasfeminine–plural están limpias. (Grammatical Control)
1b. ⁎Lafeminine–singularmesasfeminine–plural están limpias. (NumberMismatch)
1c. ⁎Losmasculine–plural mesasfeminine–plural están limpias. (Gender Mismatch)

The tables are clean.
In this type of stimuli, determiner and noun constitute a noun

phrase. Since there is no syntactic ambiguity in this determiner–noun
relation, the processing difficulties observed for feature mismatches
están

limpias.

Es correcto?

SI          NO

Los
Agreement
manipulation

Target 
word

s

300 ms

...

erimental procedure and conditions.



4 Previous studies did not report response time differences for the detection of qual-
itatively different agreement mismatches (Carreiras et al., 2010; Mancini et al., 2011b)
thus suggesting that the reading network is similarly recruited for evaluating different
agreement mismatches. This is relevant, since one could expect number mismatches to
be detected faster because of the presence/absence of the marker -s without necessar-
ily processing agreement: this however seems not to be the case.
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can only depend on the agreement dependency that has been manipu-
lated. Based on previous EEG findings, MEG evoked activity correlating
with the processing of number and grammatical gender agreement vi-
olations will be examined within the time interval until 500 ms. This
time interval (b500 ms postmismatchingword onset) has been associ-
ated with binding operations in the lexicalist view (Hagoort, 2009);
also, many studies have reported different feature mismatch effects in
this interval due to different feature decoding operations (Molinaro et
al., 2008, 2011b) or feature interpretation (Bastiaansen et al., 2002;
Mancini et al., 2011b).

The lexicalist theoretical approach to agreement predicts the same
increased processing difficulties for both number and gender mis-
matches compared to grammatical controls; the twomismatches should
elicit increased activity in the same brain regions in similar time inter-
vals. Increased brain activity would represent themore complex syntac-
tic binding between determiner and noun.

In contrast, the derivational view predicts different effects elicited by
the two types of mismatches. First, after reading a marked determiner,
feature decoding (when encountering the noun) should be more diffi-
cult in case of mismatch: while grammatical gender features can be
available depending on noun identification, number features can be
unambiguously decoded only after morphological decomposition
(to identify the presence/absence of the suffix -s). This differential pro-
cessing could be reflected in the earliest differential effects (possibly
involving different brain regions) between the two mismatches since
feature decoding operations are computationally required to process
syntactic relations (Agree) and interpret the features (anchoring).
Second, syntactic relational processing (Agree) should be similarly
impaired for agreement mismatches independent of the type of
mismatching feature; consequently, similar processing difficulties for
both number and gender agreement mismatches should be observed
after the initial dissociation due to feature decoding. Third, increased in-
terpretative difficulties in processing a meaningful feature (number)
compared to a meaningless one (grammatical gender) have been
reported (Bastiaansen et al., 2002; see also Mancini et al., 2011b).
Thus, only number mismatches should elicit increased late processing
difficulties compared to grammatical controls in brain regions associat-
ed to semantic processing (such as left posterior temporal regions;
Pylkkanen and Marantz, 2003; Salmelin, 2010).

Materials and methods

Participants

14 right-handed (as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness ques-
tionnaire) native Spanish speakers (9 females) voluntarily participat-
ed in the MEG study. Their age range was 19–28 years (mean: 21.14,
SD: 2.93). All of them had normal vision and did not report any neu-
rological diseases. Informed consent was obtained from all the partic-
ipants. The ethical committee of the BCBL research center approved
the study.

Stimuli

We selected a set of 180 nouns with grammatical gender 50%
masculine and 50% feminine. Between these two groups the lexical vari-
ables were balanced: word length (masculine nouns: mean = 6.3 let-
ters; feminine: mean = 6.2; t(89) b 1), logFreq (logarithm in base
10 of the raw number of corpus occurrences +1) extracted by the
EsPal (Duchon et al., in press) corpus (masculine: mean = 1.3, femi-
nine: mean = 1.3; t(89) b 1) and number of orthographic neighbors
(N; masculine: mean = 2, feminine: mean = 1.9; t(89) b 1). From
this set of nouns, we created minimal sentences of four words, with
the target noun always in the second position after the determiner. A
two-word verb phrase concluded the sentence (with the verb in third
position) referring to properties of the target noun. We manipulated
the number and gender of the initial determiner in order to create our
three experimental conditions (Control, NumberMismatch and Gender
Mismatch; 60 items per condition). Sentences were distributed across
six lists so that each item appeared in each condition in a different list.
For each condition in each list there were 15 masculine singular
nouns, 15 feminine singular nouns, 15 masculine plural nouns and 15
feminine plural nouns; depending on the experimental condition, one
agreement feature (either number or gender) of the relative determiner
was manipulated. In this way, the participants could not determine the
grammaticality of the sentence based on cues other than the agreement
parameters we manipulated (on the noun position).

In addition to the experimental items, we introduced one hundred
filler sentences: we added both number-opaque nouns (nouns ending
with ‘-s’ both in their singular and plural forms, like ‘lunes’, Monday)
and gender-opaque nouns (like the feminine noun ‘flor’, flower, that
do not present either the -o or -a ending like masculine and feminine
transparent nouns). Thesefiller stimuli were not part of themain design
but intended to avoid strategic non-linguistic processing of the experi-
mental (unambiguous) stimuli. Number-opaque nouns were preceded
by either singular or plural determiners while gender-opaque items
were half of the time singular and half of the time plural. These items
presented a low number of gender agreement violations (20) so that
each participant saw 280 sentences in total, half of them grammatical
and half ungrammatical; all grammatical errors depended on the deter-
miner–noun feature match.

Procedure

Prior to recording each participant, we digitized the positions of three
landmarks (nasion and pre-auricular points) and four head-position
indicator (HPI) coils, placed on the high forehead and above the ears.
We also digitized the head shape to improve the co-registration accuracy
betweenMEG and individual structuralMRI. During theMEG recordings,
the participants sat on a comfortable chair in the magnetically shielded
room with their head in the MEG sensor helmet.

The sentences were presented visually oneword at a time at the cen-
ter of a screen (white letters on a dark gray background, no word
exceeded a visual angle of about 3°). Sentence presentation began with
a 500-ms fixation point, followed by the four words, each presented for
300 ms, and by a 300-ms long blank screen after each word. At the end
of each trial, the participants evaluated the grammaticality of the sen-
tence (Was it correct?) by pushing the corresponding button (Yes
or No; delayed response, see Fig. 1). The side of the Yes–No responses
was counterbalanced across trials.4 A variable-duration blank screen
(500–1500 ms) followed participant response. The participants were
asked to avoid movements, blinks and other eye movements during
the presentation of each sentence. In order to ensure their understanding
of the instructions, the participants had twelve practice trials with the
experimenter. Before starting the experiment, the positions of the HPI
coils were determined with respect to the MEG sensors: if the HPI
inter-coil distances differed by more than 4 mm from those obtained
with the digitizer, the digitization procedure was re-run. Head tracking
was employed throughout the experiment. Each experimental session
consisted of two blocks of ten minutes.

Data acquisition

Brain activity was recorded using a 306-channel Vectorview system
(Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland) at BCBL (Basque Center on Cognition,
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Brain and Language, Donostia, Spain). This system covers the whole
scalp and records magnetic activity using triple-sensors at 102 loca-
tions. Each sensor unit houses two planar gradiometers and onemagne-
tometer. Gradiometers give the maximum signal for sources right
beneath the sensor providing a clear topographical distribution of
dipolar strength at the sensor level; for this reason gradiometers were
preferred in the analyses while magnetometers were not considered
here. Ocular activity was monitored with four electrodes arranged in
bipolar montages: two electrodes (on top and below the left eye) con-
stituted the vertical EOG channel and two electrodes placed on the ex-
ternal canthi of both eyes constituted the horizontal EOG.

MEG was filtered to 0.1–330 Hz and recorded continuously during
the experimental session at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. For each partic-
ipant, a high-resolution 3D structural MRI (T1-weighted MPRAGE
sequence) was acquired with a 3T Trio scanner (Siemens, Munich,
Germany).

Data processing

Continuous MEG data were pre-processed off-line using the
signal-space separation method to suppress external interference
and to correct for headmovements. The recordingswere then segment-
ed based on the target noun onsets (−200–600 ms). Only segments
free of artifacts were considered in the subsequent analyses; we
rejected epochs with EOG, MEG magnetometer and MEG gradiometer
signal variation exceeding 150 μV, 4000 fT and 3000 fT/cm, respective-
ly. We also excluded epochs in which the participant did not answer
correctly; the whole process resulted in the exclusion of 12% of epochs
on average (no significant differences across the three experimental
conditions). The remaining epochs were then averaged for each condi-
tion and participant, and filtered with a low-pass filter at 25 Hz.5 These
data constituted the basic set of data used for further analyses.

For eachparticipantwe evaluated possible residual ocular artifactual
activity at the sensor-level: seven participants revealed a clear dipolar
pattern pointing to the region of the eyes and thus clearly reflecting
possible artifacts. This dipolar activity was modeled using ECD single
dipole model. We projected out this activity from the following source
level analyses, including it as a projection for the estimation of the
noise and the inverse solution.

Sensor-level analyses

We initially evaluated sensor-level effects by averaging event-related
magnetic responses over groups of sensors and participants. This proce-
dure provided an overviewof the data but did not yield detailed locations
of the active brain regions. After transforming all data to a common head
position, we selected ten sensor clusters in order to have a better over-
view of the active brain areas while reading, and specifically, of those
that showed sensitivity to our experimental manipulation. First, we
computed vector sums for each gradiometer pair by adding the squared
MEG signals, taking the square root of this sum and averaging these vec-
tor sums over the sensors within each area. These areal averages were
then grand-averaged across participants.

Statistical (by-subject) analysis initially focused on an overall
evaluation of possible effects for each time interval of interest. Time
intervals were selected based on previous MEG reports (Pylkkanen
and Marantz, 2003; Tarkiainen et al., 1999; Vartiainen et al., 2011).
The earlier time interval (90–130 ms) corresponds to the initial visual
analysis of a printed stimulus and is maximum in occipital regions of
the brain (M100); later on (time interval: 150–220 ms), activity in
5 This type of filter was selected to reduce high-frequency oscillations in the MEG
signal that could introduce additional noise in the analyses. Critically, we here ana-
lyzed evoked MEG activity and we did not expect a strong contribution of high fre-
quency activity to the averaged activity across multiple trials; gamma activity
(>30 Hz) in fact presents much less absolute power compared to slower oscillations.
the left occipital–temporal regions peaks around 170 ms (M170) as
reflecting initial pre-lexical analysis of a word and initial morphological
decomposition processes (Solomyak and Marantz, 2010). Later on, ac-
tivity has been reported in left temporal regions with maxima around
250 ms (M250) and 350 ms (M350, N400m; Helenius et al., 1998;
Salmelin, 2010): for this reason we included the 220–300 ms and the
300–400 ms intervals in our analyses. Since these time intervals have
been consistently associated to lexical processing (in single-word pre-
sentation studies), an additional 100 ms time interval (400–500 ms)
was also included to capture possible late sentence-level processes.

Initial ‘overall’ analysis of variance (three way ANOVA independent
for each time interval of interest) considered the following factors:
Condition (three levels: Control, NumberMismatch, GenderMismatch),
Hemisphere (two levels: Left and Right) and Area (four levels:
OccipitoTemporal, Temporal, Dorsal and Frontal). We considered the
Hemisphere factor since many language processing theoretical pro-
posals (Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2009) indicate the left hemisphere
as the main network where language-related computations develop.

Possible significant effects involving the Condition factor were
further analyzed via pairwise comparisons of each Mismatch condition
compared to the grammatical controls (Number Mismatch vs. Control,
Gender Mismatch vs. Control) and, critically (see Nieuwenhuis et al.,
2011), between the two Mismatch conditions (Number Mismatch vs.
Gender Mismatch); here we used the ANOVA with the same structure
of the ‘overall’ one but with two levels in the Condition factor (reported
in Table 1). Significant interactions between the Condition factor and
the topographical factors (Hemisphere andArea)were further analyzed
by post-hoc comparisons (t-tests between the two conditions on inter-
est in each sensor cluster area) that were corrected for the number of
comparisons using the False Discovery Rate procedure (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995).

Source analyses, MNE

Cortically-constrained minimum L2-norm estimates with thou-
sands of candidate sources (dipoles) distributed over the cortex
were calculated using the MNE software (version 2.7, M. Hämäläinen,
Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Boston, USA).

The geometry of the cortical surface and cranial volume of each par-
ticipant were extracted using FreeSurfer software (Dale and Sereno,
1993) from the individualMRI. Reconstructed cortical surfaceswere dec-
imated to ~5000 potential source locations per hemisphere, correspond-
ing to ~5-mm distance between neighboring source points. Together
with the HPI measurement, the locations of the three landmarks and
the scalp points (at least 100 per participant) were used in aligning the
source spaces and the single-compartment boundary element model
(BEM) of the head conductivity with respect to MEG sensors.

Currents flowing along the normal direction of the local cortical
surface were favored over the transverse direction by applying a
loose orientation constraint of 0.3; in addition, the inherent bias of
minimum-norm estimates toward superficial currents was reduced
by using a depth weighting exponent of 0.4.

We calculated the noise-normalized MNE (also known as dSPM,
dynamical Statistical Parametric Mapping; Dale et al., 2000) every
4 ms from 0 to 600 ms after the word onset. The noise–covariance
matrix was estimated from the 200-ms segments of the unaveraged
data preceding the first word of each sentence (i.e. before the presen-
tation of the determiner): a common noise–covariance matrix (jointly
calculated from all conditions) was considered for each of the experi-
mental conditions. Individual MNEs were morphed to an average corti-
cal model.

In order to statistically evaluate the main effects of interest, we
contrasted the noise-normalized solutions within specific regions of
interest (ROIs), derived from parcellation of the cortical surface
implemented in FreeSurfer (Destrieux et al., 2010). Given the large ex-
tent of some of the temporal ROIs (Middle and Inferior Temporal gyri,



Table 1
Statistics for the sensor-level areal averages. Analysis of variance (‘d.f.’ indicates
degrees of freedom) was applied to the contrasts between conditions in a pairwise man-
ner (Number Mismatch vs. Control, Gender Mismatch vs. Control, Number Mismatch vs.
Gender Mismatch); this two-level Condition factor was crossed with the following topo-
graphical factors: Hemisphere (two levels: Left and Right) and Area (four levels:
OccipitoTemporal, Temporal, Dorsal and Frontal). Time intervals of interest corresponded
to activity associated with alphabetic string recognition (150–220 ms, 220–300 ms), and
subsequent activity every 100 ms (300–400 ms, 400–500 ms). Bold-written F-values in-
dicated statistically significant effects. Post-hoc comparisons are reported in the Results
section.

d.f. 150–220 220–300 300–400 400–500

Gender Mismatch–Control
Condition 1,13 0.36 2.12 0.15 5.31
Condition ∗ Hemisphere 1,13 0.18 0.88 0.01 1.42
Condition ∗ Area 3,39 2.05 3.33 1.07 0.49
Condition ∗ Hemisphere ∗ Area 3,39 0.22 0.14 0.2 1.18

Number Mismatch–Control
Condition 1,13 3.12 5.22 4.68 9.3
Condition ∗ Hemisphere 1,13 0.01 0.04 1.18 1.49
Condition ∗ Area 3,39 3.53 5.11 1.23 0.42
Condition ∗ Hemisphere ∗ Area 3,39 1.13 1.17 1.55 2.75

Number Mismatch–Gender Mismatch
Condition 1,13 2.15 0.45 1.11 0.01
Condition ∗ Hemisphere 1,13 0.33 0.78 0.62 0.29
Condition ∗ Area 3,39 0.89 0.01 0.32 0.29
Condition ∗ Hemisphere ∗ Area 3,39 1.12 1.21 2.68 0.7
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Superior and Inferior Temporal sulci), we divided them into three sub-
regions: Anterior (MNI coordinates in the y axis from 7.5 to−20 on av-
erage), Medial (from−20 to −40) and Posterior (from −40 to−60).

We constrained the distributed source analyses to the regions of the
cortexwhosemagnetic activity could be reliably detected. For this reason
we first estimated which parts of the FreeSurfer-reconstructured cortical
surface can evoke discernible MEG signals. We calculated sensitivity
maps (provided in the MNE suite software) that indicate how the MEG
measurements can pick up the neural signals at each cortical location
(range 0–1). After computing the MNEs, we excluded estimated source
currents in regions of the brain with sensitivity values that were within
0.5 standard deviation from the values recorded from the median wall
(a well-known part of the brain where MEG sensitivity is very low):
the medial wall of the two hemispheres on average showed a sensitivity
value of 0.12. Additional excluded regions were the cingulate cortex, the
parahippocampal cortex, the lingual cortex, the ventral part of the orbital
cortex and the anterior portions of the lateral sulcus (insula).

ROI activities were determined from independent averages for
each condition across all participants. After separately averaging
dSPM activities of the three conditions, we selected the regions show-
ing scores significantly different from the noise level (z-score > 2.2
corresponding to p = 0.015). We then extracted the time course of
the activity within each region, spatially averaging absolute dSPM
values across the covered source points for each participant and
condition. Activation maps for each condition were averaged across
subjects and inspected visually.

We applied permutation (10,000 cycles) testing to identify the
time instants in each ROI which showed significant experimental
effects (Number Mismatch–Control, Gender Mismatch–Control, Number
Mismatch–GenderMismatch). This non-parametric test does not require
any assumptions about the correlation structure of the data and provides
corrected p-values for any number of subjects, time points and recording
regions (Blair and Karniski, 1993; Galán et al., 1997). This procedure en-
abled determination of the location and timing (i.e. ROIs and intervals of
interest respectively) in which experimental comparisons (Number
Mismatch–Control, Gender Mismatch–Control, Number Mismatch–
Gender Mismatch) showed significant differences while properly
dealing with the multiple comparison problem (Lage-Castellanos et
al., 2010). To get robust timing of the effects in each ROI, we report
and further interpret only those statistically significant time points
(p b 0.05) which form a contiguous time window of at least 40 ms
(10 time points, no temporal integration applied).

Given the inherent spread of the MNE estimates (Hauk et al.,
2011), we considered differential sources of activation the brain re-
gions that elicited significant effects in different directions for each
comparison (condition A > B, or B > A), activations that do not
overlap in time, or regions showing similar increases of activation
that are separated by at least one brain region that did not show
the effect (with non-significant activity or difference in-between).
When similar effects are encountered in a cluster of spatially adjacent
regions we visualize the one showing the larger effect (the complete
list of regions showing significant effects is however reported in
Supplementary Tables 1s, 2s and 3s).

Source analyses, ECD

Recognition of a printed word typically elicits a clearly discernible
peak of activity in posterior regions around 100 ms (M100) followed
by a peak around 170 ms (M170) (Vartiainen et al., 2011; Tarkiainen
et al., 1999). The intensity of these two clear peaks can be successfully
modeled using a single dipole model approach (ECD; Hansen et al.,
2010; Salmelin, 2010). This modeling approach is here used to
cross-validate the early effects emerging in the posterior regions of
the brain for Number Mismatches with the distributed approach.

We used the same approach as that clearly described in Service
et al. (2007). A contiguous cluster of at least 12 planar gradiometer
pairs (number range: 12–20) centered around the dipolar pattern
(detected as the border between an ingoing and an outgoing dipolar
field evident at the sensor level) was used for each fit, and only fits
with a goodness-of-fit exceeding 90% were accepted. Each dipole
location obtained was superimposed on the participant's MRI. We ini-
tially fitted dipoles independently for each participant and each con-
dition; in a second step, based on the initial findings and the effects
emerging in the sensor-level averages, we aggregated the resulting
dipoles in a single multi-dipole model for each participant. This
model accounted for more than 75% of the sensor-level variance in
all conditions during the critical time intervals (until 200 ms). In
these models, the locations and orientations of the ECDs were kept
fixed, while amplitudes could vary to best explain the measured
signals. This procedure resulted in two identifiable dipoles around
100 ms in occipital regions (visual M100) and around 190 ms in the
left occipito-temporal regions (an effect similar to the M170).

Group-level evaluation was pursued by aggregating dipoles with
similar spatial locations and time courses: we grouped dipoles peaking
in a similar time interval not larger than 50 ms around the average
peak. For visualization, the grouped dipoles were averaged across par-
ticipants. One-tailed t-tests were performed independently on each
source by running pairwise contrasts between the three experimental
conditions: amplitude values across participants were contrasted in
the timewindow inwhich each dipole showed its largest increase of ac-
tivity. Statistical evaluation following the FDR correction procedure
(two-tailed t-test between each mismatch condition and the grammat-
ical control and, critically, between the two mismatch conditions) is
reported in Table 2.

Results

Behavioral

Participant accuracy was high across the three conditions (Control:
mean = 95.1%, SD = 2.2; NumberMismatch: mean = 93.4%, SD =2.6;
GenderMismatch:mean = 95.2%, SD = 1.8). One-way ANOVAon accu-
racy levels (three levels of the Condition factor) was not significant. A
main effect of Condition (three levels corresponding to the three condi-
tions) emerged when considering response times (F(2,24) = 9.75,
p b 0.001). Responses were slower for the Control (mean = 466 ms,
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Table 2
‘a’. Grand-average amplitude values (nAm, N = 14) for each dipolar activity in the
time intervals of interest (mean indicates the peak detected for each activity with the
standard deviation of the jitter in time). Standard errors (SE) are reported between
brackets. ‘b’. Statistics of the ECD source strength differences (expressed in t values,
one-tail) in the time intervals of interest. Bold values indicate statistically significant
differences in the contrasts. Probability values are reported between brackets.

a. ECD source Control Gender
Mismatch

Number
Mismatch

Occipital
(mean: 102 ms, SD: 26 ms)

10.3 (2.8) 10.5 (2.6) 10.2 (2.7)

Left OccipitoTemporal
(mean: 187 ms, SD: 43 ms)

11.5 (3.1) 11.0 (2.7) 13.4 (3.1)

b. ECD source Number vs.
Control

Gender vs.
Control

Number vs.
Gender

Occipital — 100 ms 0.25 (>0.1) −0.64 (>0.1) 0.22 (>0.1)
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SD = 121) compared to the Mismatch conditions (Number Mismatch:
mean = 430 ms, SD = 113; Gender Mismatch: mean = 426 ms,
SD = 106): Control vs. Number Mismatch (t(13) = 3.82, p = 0.002)
and Control vs. Gender Mismatch (t(13) = 3.11, p = 0.008).

Similar patterns were obtained behaviorally by Carreiras et al.
(2010) who did not report differences between number and gender
mismatches with immediate response after word pair presentation.
However, this effect is surprising in the present study: the grammat-
ical manipulation always affected the determiner–noun agreement
relation, so that the participants could be potentially aware of the
grammaticality of the sentence already when reading the noun far be-
fore the decision to be made. Nonetheless, it took more time for the
participants to respond that grammatical controls were correct. This
effect could be due to the type of instructions: in fact we asked the
participants to evaluate the grammaticality of the four-word sentence
and not the grammaticality of the determiner–noun phrase; the
participants probably read the whole sentence until the last word to
make sure that there were no errors. This is interesting, since this
shows that our participants did not develop a reading strategy fo-
cused on the target noun agreement properties but maintained a
more ecological whole-sentence reading processing.

Sensor-level analyses

The group averages at the sensor level (Fig. 2) showed an initial in-
crease of activity in the posterior regions (~100 ms) that subsequently
extended to the left occipito-temporal regions and were followed by a
long-lasting increase of activity in the left temporal regions, peaking
around 350–400 ms. Our experimental manipulation affected this
stream of activity already around 200 ms in the left occipito-temporal
areas, where the Number Mismatch condition evoked increased activity
compared to the Control. Also, starting around 200 ms, bothmismatches
showed increased activity in the left temporal regions. Late (>300 ms)
activity also showed modulations, being larger for the two mismatch
conditions than for the Control condition. Interestingly, the onset of the
effect elicited by the Number Mismatch is earlier (around 300 ms) com-
pared to Gender Mismatch.

Sensor-level areal averages did not show any reliable effects in the
earlier time interval (90–130 ms; overall ANOVA: F(6,78) b 1). In the
following interval (150–220 ms) the overall ANOVA showed an interac-
tion between Condition and Area (F(6,78) = 2.45, p = 0.032). This
effect is mainly due to the increased activity evident in the left pos-
terior ventral areal averages for the Number Mismatch. In fact, the
Number–Control comparison showed a significant interaction between
Condition and Area: post-hoc FDR-corrected comparisons within each
sensor cluster indicated the maximum of the increases of activity for
the Number Mismatch condition compared to the Control in the Left
OccipitoTemporal area (t(13) = −2.70, pcorr = 0.036).6

In the following time interval (220–300 ms) increased activity
for the two Mismatch conditions was evident peaking around
250 ms in the left temporal regions compared to the Control. The
overall ANOVA showed the interaction between Condition and Area
(F(6,78) = 2.64, p = 0.022). A main effect of Condition emerged
for the Number–Control comparison; in addition, both this last com-
parison and the Gender–Control comparison showed interactions
between Condition and Area (Table 1). Post-hoc comparisons showed
that the Number Mismatch differed from the Control in the Left
OccipitoTemporal (t(13) = −2.34, pcorr = 0.035) and, marginally, in
the Left Temporal (t(13) = −2.10, pcorr = 0.055); theGenderMismatch
showed a significant effect only in the Left Temporal (t(13) = −2.30,
pcorr = 0.038).

A main effect of Condition emerged from the overall ANOVA in
the later intervals (300–400 ms: F(2,26) = 3.22, p = 0.056; 400–
6 Interestingly, in this region Number Mismatch and Gender Mismatch also differ
between them (t(13) = −3.07, pcorr b 0.01).
500 ms: F(2,26) = 3.42, p = 0.048). In the 300–400 ms interval
only the Number–Control comparison (but not the Gender–Control
one) showed an effect of Condition (Table 1). In the subsequent
time interval (400–500 ms) the main effect of Condition emerged
for both the Gender–Control and the Number–Control comparisons.
The main Condition effect in the latter time interval probably repre-
sents the increased activation for the two Mismatch conditions that
is evident across many regions (Fig. 2).

Source analysis, MNE

The distributed sourcemodeling approachwe employed showed spa-
tially similar estimates for the three experimental conditions (see Fig. 3);
however, some differences could be observed in the time courses.

Gender Mismatch vs. Control
The Gender Mismatch condition showed significantly larger activity

in the anterior part of the left Inferior Temporal gyrus starting around
175 ms (until ~270 ms; Fig. 4). Somewhat later (~250 ms), decreased
activity for the Gender Mismatch compared to Control was centered in
theMiddle Temporal gyrus. Starting around 300 ms, theGenderMismatch
evoked stronger activity than the Control condition in the left inferior
part of the left Inferior Precentral sulcus (see Supplementary Table 1s for
the complete list of regions showing significant comparisons).

Number Mismatch vs. Control
Increased activity for the Number Mismatch in the left occipito-

temporal regions emerged around 180 ms (Fig. 5): such increases were
found in the Middle Occipital sulcus, and in the lateral Occipito-Temporal
sulcus of the left hemisphere. An additional left-lateralized region show-
ing an increase of activation around 170 ms was the left Intraparietal
sulcus. Increased activity in the anterior temporal lobe of the left hemi-
sphere was evident slightly later (starting ~220 ms, until ~270 ms) and
centered in the Inferior Temporal gyrus.

Increased activity for the Number Mismatch emerged after
300 ms in the left inferior frontal regions and in the left superior tem-
poral regions. In the frontal regions the Number Mismatch elicited
increased activity in the Pars Orbitalis of the left Inferior Frontal gyrus
(starting around 330 ms) and in the Inferior part of the Left Precentral
Sulcus (later in time, starting around 360 ms). In the left temporal
lobe, increased activity for the Number Mismatch showed its largest
peak in the Superior Temporal sulcus, starting around 340 ms
(see Supplementary Table 2s for the complete list of regions showing
significant comparisons).
(90–130 ms)
Left OccipitoTemporal — 190 ms
(150–220 ms)

2.71 (0.009) −0.81 (>0.1) 2.97 (0.005)
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Number Mismatch–Gender Mismatch
In the NumberMismatch–GenderMismatch comparison (Fig. 6) the

former condition showed increased activation in the right occipital-
parietal regions (~150 ms in the Superior Occipital sulcus) and right
after 200 ms in the occipital regions close to the left temporal junction
(Middle Occipital sulcus). After 250 ms, posterior areas of the left tempo-
ral lobe showed increased activity for the Number Mismatch compared
to the Gender Mismatch condition: both in the Inferior Temporal gyrus,
in the posterior part of both the Middle Temporal gyrus and the left
Occipito-Temporal sulcus. In a later time interval (after 300 ms) the
Number Mismatch condition elicited increased activity in the left tem-
poral regions, showing its maximum in the medial part of the Superior
Temporal sulcus. In addition, the Pars Orbitalis of the left Inferior Frontal
gyrus were more active for the Number Mismatch condition (see Sup-
plementary Table 3s for the complete list of regions showing significant
comparisons).

After 450 ms, the Gender Mismatch and Number Mismatch condi-
tions apparently elicited increased activity in many posterior brain
areas, mainly involving bilateral occipital, parietal and posterior supe-
rior temporal regions (as also suggested by the sensor-level areal
average in Fig. 2); however, since such activity was not significantly
greater than the baseline noise, it was not considered in the present
discussion.

ECD analysis for early evoked activity

Early magnetic activity was further evaluated using an Equivalent
Current Dipole approach. Specifically, we aim at testing the increase
of activity for the Number Mismatch condition in the left occipito-
temporal areas that is evident in the Sensor-level analysis. MNE solu-
tions revealed a robust effect in these regions for the NumberMismatch
vs. Control comparison (184–252 ms) and right after 200 ms for the
Number Mismatch vs. Gender Mismatch comparison (208–268). The
ECD approach directly models the peak for each participant thus better
handling inter-individual jittering of the peaks.
1
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Fig. 4. Brain regions showing statistically significant differences for the Gender Mismatch
effects, plotted below. Gray bars indicate the time intervals in which the permutation test
Regions showing the peak of activity (among adjacent areas showing similar directionality
Time courses of the dipole activity are reported in Fig. 7. We
detected two clear dipoles across the 14 participants that were
grouped based on spatial proximity (in the 3D source space) and tem-
poral similarity (i.e. emerging in similar time windows, see Materials
and methods section). In Fig. 7, we show the magnetic field maps at
the time of the peak activity of each ECD in the grand average (second
column) and the locations of those dipoles in each participant (third
column). In Table 2, we report the statistical evaluation of the differ-
ences between the three critical conditions for each dipole and each
time interval of interest.

The first activity pattern was constituted by initial occipital responses
peaking around100 ms (Occipital—100 ms): this activitywas represent-
ed by a posterior dipole directed downwards. It showed no modulation
due to the experimental manipulation (amplitude values in Table 2a).
The subsequent activity was located in the Left OccipitoTemporal regions
(dipole directedupwards and response peaking at ~190 ms; Fig. 7), rec-
ognizable in all the participants. The strength of this dipole increased
only for the Number Mismatch condition compared to the Control
(Table 2a). This effect was statistically confirmed by the significant
effect involving the Number Mismatch condition (see Table 2b). This
effect confirms the early occipital–temporal effect emerging both in
the sensor-level and in the MNE source-level analyses. Later activity
was more spread in time and did not show any identifiable peak of
activity, so that it could not be modeled using a single dipole model.

Summary of the results for the source-level activity

We summarize the relevant findings as follows.

Gender mismatches
Gender mismatches elicited increased activity (compared to con-

trols) starting around 170 ms in the anterior regions of the left temporal
lobe followed by the same pattern in the left inferior frontal regions
(starting around 300 ms). Interestingly, distributed source analyses
showed that the grammatical gender mismatch elicited decreased
. Control
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(Pos) [252-348]

Control > Gender

z-
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e

recentral
492]

vs. Control comparison. Numbers in colored circles indicate areas showing significant
reported significant effects (indicated in square brackets in the heading of each plot).
and duration of the effects) are indicated.
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activity (compared to both controls and number mismatches) in the
posterior regions of the temporal lobe starting around 250 ms.

Number mismatches
Number mismatches elicited initial increased activity (compared

to both controls and gender mismatches) in left occipital–temporal
regions starting around 180 ms (both in the MNE and ECD analyses);
left parietal regions showed similar pattern of activity in the same time
interval. Around 220 ms this effect was evident in the anterior regions
of the left temporal lobe followed by the samepattern in the left inferior
frontal regions (starting around 360 ms). Left superior temporal re-
gions showed increased activity for the number mismatch in the time
interval around 340 ms.

Discussion

The evidence emerging from the present agreement mismatch ex-
periment indicates that different agreement features are not processed
similarly during agreement computation. This conclusion supports the
derivational theories on agreement computation that propose differen-
tial processing of distinct agreement features. Specifically, based on the
derivational approach, feature decoding and feature interpretation
(anchoring) should be different for number and gender agreement,
while syntactic Agree operations would be similarly deployed to link
those agreement features. In the next paragraphs we will evaluate
how the present MEG findings can be incorporated in this processing
model, by evaluating differences and similarities between the effects
emerging for the two agreement features manipulated.

Early dissociation (~170 ms) between number and gender agreement
mismatches

The earliest effects emerged around 170–180 ms for both mis-
matches. In this time interval, number mismatches elicited increased
activity compared to the other conditions in the left posterior regions
of the brain and specifically in the left occipital–temporal regions.
Activity in those regions has been associated with morphological
decomposition processing (Solomyak and Marantz, 2010) and more
generally to pre-lexical analyses of a printed word (Pylkkanen and
Marantz, 2003; Tarkiainen et al., 1999; Vartiainen et al., 2011). In
the present experiment, early increased activity in those regions
could reflect the cost of decoding number features through morpho-
logical decomposition. In other words, a number marked determiner
would determine an active expectation for the presence/absence of
the -s suffix, which is a morphologically reliable cue in determining
number features. This effect, on the other hand, was not necessarily
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expected for gender mismatches, since the noun ending (-o for mas-
culine and -a for feminine) presents many more exceptions (32% of
Spanish nouns do not fulfill the -o/-a gender alternation for noun
endings; Teschner, 1987).

There is increasing evidence that context-based expectation could
affect the processing of low-level linguistic knowledge (Dikker et al.,
2010; Molinaro et al., 2013). The statistical regularity of the number
Dipole propertiesDipole 
(ms) Sensor level 
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Fig. 7. ECDs extracted from the average early responses of the 14 participants. Sensor-level p
for each participant. Grand-averaged source waveforms are contrasted in the time intervals
Dipole activity was low-pass filtered at 20 Hz for plotting purposes. Statistically reliable dif
feature (activated when reading the determiner) allows the cognitive
system to build up expectations concerning the (morphologically
prominent) number marking (either plural or singular) of the follow-
ing noun. This evidence confirms the proposal advocated by Molinaro
et al. (2011a): the first element of local syntactic dependencies (such
as determiner–noun constructions) can induce morphological expec-
tations concerning the features of the second agreeing constituent
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atterns depict the grand-average magnetic fields, while the source locations are shown
in which the spatial dipole fit was performed: such intervals are shaded in each plot.
ferences are indicated by asterisks.
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(an effect that is specific for agreement processing, Gunter et al.,
2000).

On the other hand, gender mismatches elicited increased activity
in the anterior regions of the left temporal lobe. This effect emerges
in a very early time interval (~170 ms); interestingly, the number
mismatch also elicited an increased effect compared to controls in
the same regions but later (~220 ms). Increased activity in those re-
gions has been associated to initial syntactic composition of sentence
level constituents (Bemis and Pylkkänen, 2011, in press; Brennan and
Pylkkänen, 2012), but also to lexical processing of isolated words,
both visually (Hauk et al., 2012) and acoustically (MacGregor et al.,
2012). The earlier effect for gender mismatches in the present exper-
iment is consistent with the lexical interpretation, since gender
decoding (in Spanish) can be unambiguously determined only after
lexical processing of the target word. As a consequence, the earlier
increased activity for gender mismatches could possibly reflect
the initial processing interference provided by the determiner in
decoding the (lexically-stored) gender feature. This possibility is in
line with the time course of the effect reported by Hauk et al.
(2012) in both a lexical and a semantic decision task: these authors
reported initial lexical effect starting around 160 ms in the left ante-
rior temporal lobe, i.e. with a similar timing of the effect for the gen-
der mismatch.

Left anterior temporal activity (~220 ms) elicited by agreement mismatches

However, the derivational view does not necessarily predict
lexical processing difficulties elicited by the detection of a number
mismatch (compared to grammatical controls). As a consequence, in-
creased inferior anterior temporal activation for number mismatch
compared to grammatical controls cannot be easily accounted for by
considering these regions as solely the locus of lexical/semantic pro-
cessing. Interestingly though, the mismatch effect for both number
and gender features perfectly overlapped in time (between 224 and
272 ms) in the anterior portion of the inferior temporal gyrus. As ar-
gued by some authors (Bemis and Pylkkänen, 2011, in press; Brennan
and Pylkkänen, 2012), anterior temporal regions would be involved
(in the time interval after 200 ms) in basic combinatorial syntactic
operations. From the derivational perspective, Agree operations simi-
larly contribute (for different features) to syntactically linking lexical
items from a sentence input and would be similarly active after initial
feature decoding operations. The common anterior temporal effect
for both agreement mismatches can then represent initial (agree-
ment dependent) syntactic operations with an earlier involvement
for gender agreement, given the lexical status of this feature, and a later
involvement for number mismatches, since morphological decomposi-
tion should be mandatorily completed in posterior occipital–temporal
regions.7

Reduced posterior temporal activity (~250 ms) for gender mismatches

An unexpected result was the decreased activity reported for
gender agreement mismatches (compared to both grammatical con-
trols and number mismatches) in the posterior regions of the left
7 The left anterior temporal finding should be treated cautiously, since the coverage
of this brain region from the MEG helmet is only partial. In addition, activity in this
brain region has previously been associated with artifactual activity (see discussion
in Vartiainen et al., 2009). It could also be an indirect reflection of inferior frontal acti-
vation. However, we should point out that sensitivity maps in these regions were not
unreliable (average values of 0.41), and that we were extremely cautious in projecting
out ocular artifactual activity during the MNE analysis pipeline. In the same line, sim-
ilar increases of activation in left inferior frontal regions were recorded in a later time
interval (after 300 ms), thus supporting the idea that we are detecting here two qual-
itatively different effects. These considerations do not rule out the fact that the reliabil-
ity of anterior temporal increases of activation in MEG is still under debate.
temporal lobe starting around 250 ms. Posterior temporal regions, at
the border with the angular gyrus, are considered by some authors as
a storage area for abstract lexical/semantic representations: in fMRI
studies this region typically shows de-activation compared to a resting
state baseline, however still reflecting cost of processing (Binder and
Desai, 2011; Seghier et al., 2010). Also, in a sentence processing
model, Friederici (2011) has proposed that information transfer
through posterior temporal regions is the result of activation of a dorsal
pathway reaching inferior frontal regions and implicated in syntactic
operations. In the present study, this effect for gender mismatch in the
posterior temporal regions was observed in an intermediate time
frame (~250 ms) between the effects emerging in the anterior tempo-
ral and the frontal regions, thus supporting the idea that a dorsal
pathway is involved in the evaluation of agreement dependencies
(as indicated by Friederici, 2011). Probably, these regions handle
highly-structured lexical representations containing syntactic relevant
information (as suggested byHagoort, 2005), but only for gender agree-
ment features.

Inferior frontal activity elicited by agreement errors starting ~300 ms

Increased left inferior frontal activity was recorded for both number
and gender mismatches (in brain regions close to the pars opercularis)
compared to grammatical controls: this effect was evident later in
time compared to temporal lobe activity (starting around 300 ms for
gender mismatches and around 360 ms for number mismatches).
Carreiras et al. (2010) reported increased BOLD activity in the left
premotor and left inferior frontal areas for the processing of both num-
ber and gender agreement violations. These findings were taken as ev-
idence for the increased syntactic demands of the agreementmismatch
conditions compared to the grammatical control. Friederici (2006) and
Heim et al. (2010) also proposed that such regions are involved in the
processing of local structural dependencies such as the ones that we
are dealing with (determiner–noun phrases). As proposed by many
sentence processing models (Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, 2006;
Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005), these regions coordinate syntactic op-
erations in a more controlled (less automatic) mode (Thompson-Schill
et al., 1997, 1999) since they involve working memory operations
(see Friederici, 2011, for an in-depth discussion). In the context of
the present experimental design, the involvement of such left frontal
regions likely reflects processes of selection and retrieval of the rele-
vant agreement information to perform the grammatical judgment
task. It is thus possible to discern two processing stages that are com-
mon to both agreement mismatches: an earlier stage starting around
220 ms involving left anterior temporal regions, involved in initial
compositional operations, and a later stage (after around 300 ms), in-
volved in the metalinguistic evaluation the agreement features' match
to perform the task.

Later (starting ~300 ms) increased activity for number mismatches

The difference in the time onset of the inferior frontal effects (earlier
for gender mismatches, ~300 ms, and later for number mismatches,
~360 ms) could reflect the different interpretative status of number
and gender features. After 300 ms in fact, number mismatches, com-
pared to both grammatical controls and gendermismatches, elicited ro-
bust increased activation that was mainly located in the superior left
temporal regions but involved also the pars orbitalis of the inferior fron-
tal gyrus and parietal regions. As discussed in the Introduction, number
features have a transparent semantic interpretation that is not available
for gender features and require semantic anchoring (Mancini et al.,
2013) as a mandatory step in interpreting the number of referents
(one — singular or more — plural).

This property robustly elicited an effect starting at ~340 ms for the
number mismatch in the left temporal regions. Such activity (Halgren
et al., 2002; Helenius et al., 1998; Pylkkanen and Marantz, 2003;
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Salmelin, 2010; Service et al., 2007) has previously been interpreted as
reflecting increased semantic processing difficulties: the increased ef-
fect for the number mismatch would thus correlate well with the se-
mantic nature of the conflict of the number features provided by
determiner and noun. It is interesting to see that late temporal activa-
tion is here recorded, in line with Friederici's (2011) proposal that
these regions could be involved in some sort of late syntactic/semantic
integration. Also the pars orbitalis of the left inferior frontal gyrus has
been associated to increased semantic processing as compared to the
more posterior portion of the same brain region (Badre and Wagner,
2007; Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005). Overall, the multi-level linguis-
tic integration required to activate such semantic representations could
be mediated by associative left parietal regions (as indicated by fMRI
studies by Kuperberg et al., 2008).

This later increased semantic involvement for number mismatches
is relevant: in initial sentence position there is no contextual semantic
influence (particularly when using a grammaticality judgment task),
and the late effect strongly suggests that the neurocognitive system au-
tomatically computes the conceptual nature of number features (fea-
ture anchoring). Since this effect emerges slightly earlier (~340 ms)
than the effect in the inferior frontal regions (~360 ms), it could be
that the evaluation of the number feature matching is contingent on
the semantic anchoring operations. This proposal is not fully supported
by the present behavioral data, since in our experiment, decisions were
to be taken after reading the whole sentence, far later than the target
noun. Behavioral support in this direction comes from Carreiras et al.
(2010): they in fact reported better accuracy (and numerically faster
reaction times) for gender mismatch decision compared to number
mismatch.

Final remarks

The present feature mismatch experiment aimed at dissociating be-
tween the brain regions –within a left frontal–temporal network – that
are differently involved in different aspects of agreement processing.
Our findings support derivational theories on agreement processing
that propose at least three different stages involved in agreement
processing. Agreement processing depends on successful decoding of
agreement features: here we show that feature decoding depends on
how each feature is implemented in the linguistic code, probably in-
volving different brain regions (starting ~170 ms) for different features.
After feature decoding, Agree operations can be pursued, involving a
brain network recruited from 220 ms (post target word onset) and
involving early activity in left anterior temporal and late activity in
left inferior frontal regions (possibly mediated by posterior temporal
regions through the dorsal pathway). Finally, the derivational view
(Mancini et al., 2013; Molinaro et al., 2011a) identifies feature anchor-
ing as a mandatory step for those features that provide basic semantic
information. This process was here captured by the late activation in
the orbital portion of the left inferior frontal regions and the superior
temporal activity observed after 300 ms for numbermismatches (com-
pared to both grammatical controls and gendermismatches). This three
stage model represents a composite view of how the human brain
handles the rich morphological, syntactic and semantic information
provided by agreement dependencies.
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